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Welcome to Chocoloco, your exquisite source for a symphony of flavors that elevate 
your sensory experience. At Chocoloco, we take pride in offering a diverse range of 
premium coffee, nuts, chocolate, and sweets, meticulously curated for discerning 
palates. Our commitment revolves around two core principles: quality and customer 
satisfaction. We strive to deliver products that not only meet but exceed your 
expectations, ensuring each indulgence is a moment of pure delight.
Driven by a passion for aesthetics and an appreciation for authentic flavors, 
                     Chocoloco goes beyond being a mere purveyor of treats; we are 
                           architects of experiences.

About us
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Our products embody a perfect blend of craftsmanship, innovation, and culinary 
finesse. We understand that every sip and bite should be a journey, and we invite 
you to embark on this flavorful adventure with us.
Embrace the artistry of taste with Chocoloco, where each product tells a story of 
dedication, quality, and the pursuit of unparalleled deliciousness. From the rich 
aroma of our coffee to the satisfying crunch of our nuts and the decadence of our 
chocolates and sweets, Chocoloco promises an unforgettable experience that 
transcends the ordinary. Indulge your senses, savor the moment, 
and let Chocoloco be the companion to your culinary desires.
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We take pride in sourcing and delivering the finest coffee beans from various regions 
across the globe, ensuring that every cup is a delightful experience for our customers.
As passionate coffee enthusiasts, we understand the importance of quality and 
taste. Our dedicated team carefully selects the best coffee beans, ensuring that only 
the most exceptional varieties make it to your cup. With our range of carefully 
curated beans, we aim to bring the joy of a perfect cup of coffee to your daily 
routine.In addition to offering premium beans, we are proud to be authorized deal-
ers for renowned coffee machine and grinder brands such as DeLonghi Coffee ma-
chines, LaSpaziale Coffee machines, 

La Casa Del Coffee 
About us
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Jura Coffee machines, ANFIM Coffee Grinders, and more. Whether you are a hotel, 
restaurant, coffee shop, office, or simply a coffee lover at home, we have a wide 
selection of machines and grinders to cater to your specific needs.
We strive to provide an exceptional customer experience. Alongside our top-quality 
products, we offer dedicated support and guidance to help you make the perfect 
choice for your coffee journey.
Join us in exploring the rich and diverse world of coffee, where every sip transports 
you to a realm of flavor and satisfaction. Experience the difference that our 
outstanding coffee beans and reliable coffee machines bring to your daily routine.

La Casa Del Coffee 
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Explore our top coffee machines from leading brands like JURA, De'Longhi, 
La Spaziale, and more. Elevate your coffee experience with our 
precision-engineered selection, ensuring the perfect brew every time.

La Casa Del Coffee
Coffee Machines
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Discover a world of exceptional coffee sourced directly from lush coffee plantations 
worldwide. From green coffee beans to expertly roasted coffee, we meticulously 
curate and import a diverse range of coffees, ensuring a delightful and rich 
experience in every cup. 

La Casa Del Coffee 
Coffee
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Discover our nut collection, offering a blend of flavors and textures to elevate your 
snacking experience.

La Casa Del Nuts 
Nuts
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Indulge in the exquisite world of Chocoloco, where every bite 
is a celebration of artistry and flavor. Our chocolates are 
meticulously developed, fusing premium cocoa with carefully 
chosen ingredients to deliver an unparalleled sensory 
delight. From rich and velvety truffles to intricately designed 
pralines, each piece is a masterpiece, reflecting our dedica-
tion to quality and craftsmanship. Elevate your moments of 
joy and create unforgettable memories with Chocoloco's 
decadent chocolate creations – a perfect fusion of passion 
and indulgence.

La Casa Del Chocolate  
Chocolate
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Belgian Wrapped / Unwrapped Chocolate
Discover the epitome of chocolate craftsmanship with Chocoloco's Belgian 
Wrapped\Unwrapped Chocolate collection. Individually Wrapped\Unwrapped for 
freshness, each piece is a tiny treasure waiting to be savored. Immerse yourself in the 
silky smoothness of premium Belgian chocolate, meticulously crafted to deliver an 
exquisite taste experience. Whether as a thoughtful gift or a personal indulgence, 
our Belgian Wrapped\Unwrapped Chocolates embody the essence of luxury and 
sophistication. Ignite your chocolate moments with Chocoloco's Belgian 
Wrapped\Unwrapped Chocolate range, where each bite is a celebration of 
indulgence and superior quality.

La Casa Del Chocolate 
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Dive into the world of indulgence with Chocoloco's exquisite range of syrups, 
where every drop is a symphony of rich flavors. Elevate your culinary creations and 
beverages with our premium syrups, crafted with precision and an artful blend of 
high-quality ingredients. From classic favorites to innovative infusions, our syrups 
promise to enhance your taste experience, providing a touch of luxury to every sip 
and bite. Unleash your culinary creativity and transform ordinary moments into 
extraordinary delights with Chocoloco Syrups – a celebration of flavor sophistication.

La Casa Del Delights  
Syrups
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Discover the sublime taste of Chocoloco's cream 
collection. Meticulously crafted with premium 
ingredients, our creams offer a delightful fusion of 
rich flavors and luxurious textures. Elevate your 
dessert experience with every spoonful of decadence.

La Casa Del Delights  
Creams
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Experience the perfect harmony of sweet 
and savory with Chocoloco's exquisite sauce 
collection. Elevate your culinary creations 
with our meticulously crafted sauces, each 
bursting with premium ingredients and 
unparalleled flavor that add a touch of 
indulgence to every moment.

La Casa Del Delights  
Sauces
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Discover the tantalizing range of Chocoloco's Fruit Paste collection. 
Our exceptional pastes are brimming with authentic flavors and a delightful 
texture. 
Elevate your culinary creations by spreading these delicious fruit pastes on toast 
or incorporating them into your favorite recipes. Experience the essence of real 
fruit in every bite with Chocoloco's extraordinary Fruit Paste selection.

La Casa Del Delights 

Fruit Paste
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Experience the burst of natural fruit goodness with 
Chocoloco's Fruit Fillings. Crafted with care and 
precision, our luscious fillings are perfect for 
enhancing your pastries, cakes, and desserts. 
Explore the endless possibilities of flavor by 
incorporating Chocoloco's Fruit Fillings into your 
creations. Elevate your desserts with the authentic 
essence of premium fruits, making every 
indulgence a delightful experience.

La Casa Del Delights 

Fruit Filling
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Dive into the world of indulgence with Chocoloco's exquisite 
range of Syrups and Slushies, where every drop is a symphony of 
rich flavors. Elevate your culinary creations and beverages with 
our premium Syrups and Slushes, crafted with precision and an 
artful blend of high-quality ingredients. From classic favorites to 
innovative infusions, our Syrups and Slushies promise to enhance 
your taste experience, providing a touch of luxury to every sip 
and bite. Unleash your culinary creativity and transform 
ordinary moments into extraordinary delights with Chocoloco 
Syrups and Slushies – a celebration of flavor sophistication.

La Casa Del Delights 
Syrups and Slushies
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Chocoloco's Ready Mix Powders offer a conve-
nient solution for creating delicious treats with 
ease. Perfectly blended and finely crafted, our 
Ready Mix Powders ensure consistent and reliable 
results, whether you're baking cakes, cookies, or 
prepering a drink. Experience the joy of has-
sle-free baking, where precision meets simplicity, 
making Chocoloco's Ready Mix Powder the ideal 
choice for a fast sweets and drinks.

La Casa Del Delights 

Ready Mix Powder
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Soft Ice Cream Powder 

Chocoloco's Soft Ice Cream Powder transforms any moment into a sweet indulgence. 
Crafted with precision and a commitment to quality, our powder creates velvety, 
smooth soft-serve ice cream with a rich, creamy texture. Enjoy the simplicity of 
preparing this delightful treat at home or enhance your dessert offerings in 
a commercial setting. Chocoloco's Soft Ice Cream Powder brings the joy of soft-serve 
goodness to your fingertips, ensuring a luscious and satisfying experience with every 
scoop. Elevate your dessert game with the irresistibly smooth and delectable Soft 
Ice Cream Powder from Chocoloco.

La Casa Del Delights 
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Dive into the world of indulgence with Chocoloco's exquisite 
range of Syrups and Slushies, where every drop is a symphony of 
rich flavors. Elevate your culinary creations and beverages with 
our premium Syrups and Slushes, crafted with precision and an 
artful blend of high-quality ingredients. From classic favorites to 
innovative infusions, our Syrups and Slushies promise to enhance 
your taste experience, providing a touch of luxury to every sip 
and bite. Unleash your culinary creativity and transform 
ordinary moments into extraordinary delights with Chocoloco 
Syrups and Slushies – a celebration of flavor sophistication.

Chocoloco's Toffee, Wafer Roll, and Truffle 
products offer a symphony of exquisite flavors 
in every bite. Indulge in the rich, buttery goodness 
of our toffees, each piece crafted to perfection for
a melt-in-your-mouth experience. 

La Casa Del Delights   

Toffee, Wafer Roll, and Truffle

–––
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Chocoloco's Ready Mix Powders offer a conve-
nient solution for creating delicious treats with 
ease. Perfectly blended and finely crafted, our 
Ready Mix Powders ensure consistent and reliable 
results, whether you're baking cakes, cookies, or 
prepering a drink. Experience the joy of has-
sle-free baking, where precision meets simplicity, 
making Chocoloco's Ready Mix Powder the ideal 
choice for a fast sweets and drinks.

La Casa Del Delights 

Toffee, Wafer Roll, and Truffle
Our wafer rolls delight with a crispy exterior and 
a creamy filling, creating a harmonious blend of 
textures. The truffles, a true chocolate connoisseur's 
delight, present a velvety center enveloped in 
premium chocolate, delivering an unmatched 
taste of luxury. Elevate your sweet moments with 
Chocoloco's Toffee, Wafer Roll, and Truffles
elections, where each product is a testament to our 
dedication to creating delightful and indulgent 
treats.
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Crafting a strong brand identity is the cornerstone of success.
Our branding service is dedicated to curating a unique and 
compelling brand image for your business. From creating captivating logos 
to developing a comprehensive visual identity, we ensure that your brand 
fosters a lasting impression, establishing your business as a trusted 
industry leader.

Customized Branding
Choco Loco/ Our Servises

Chocoloco's Soft Ice Cream Powder transforms any moment into a sweet indulgence. 
Crafted with precision and a commitment to quality, our powder creates velvety, 
smooth soft-serve ice cream with a rich, creamy texture. Enjoy the simplicity of 
preparing this delightful treat at home or enhance your dessert offerings in 
a commercial setting. Chocoloco's Soft Ice Cream Powder brings the joy of soft-serve 
goodness to your fingertips, ensuring a luscious and satisfying experience with every 
scoop. Elevate your dessert game with the irresistibly smooth and delectable Soft 
Ice Cream Powder from Chocoloco.
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Transform your product vision into reality with our 
specialized product design services. 
Our team of creative experts collaborates closely with 
you to conceptualize and develop innovative 
products tailored to meet your specific needs. 
From ideation to creation, we ensure that every 
aspect of your product design aligns seamlessly 
with your brand identity and resonates with 
your target audience. 

Choco Loco/ Our Servises
Product Design

Chocoloco's Toffee, Wafer Roll, and Truffle 
products offer a symphony of exquisite flavors 
in every bite. Indulge in the rich, buttery goodness 
of our toffees, each piece crafted to perfection for
a melt-in-your-mouth experience. 
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Choco Loco/ Our Servises

Simplify your operations with our reliable coffee 
supply services. We ensure a consistent and 
top-quality coffee supply that meets your 
specific requirements, allowing you to focus 
on deliveringan exceptional experience to your 
customers -;without worrying about inventory 
management.

Supply

Our wafer rolls delight with a crispy exterior and 
a creamy filling, creating a harmonious blend of 
textures. The truffles, a true chocolate connoisseur's 
delight, present a velvety center enveloped in 
premium chocolate, delivering an unmatched 
taste of luxury. Elevate your sweet moments with 
Chocoloco's Toffee, Wafer Roll, and Truffles
elections, where each product is a testament to our 
dedication to creating delightful and indulgent 
treats.
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Contact Us
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+971 50 830 1865

Info@chocoloco.ae

www.chocoloco.ae

+971-45486221

+971 55 311 7378



Thank You !
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